
 

  
 

“Artur has always shown great 
leadership prowess from back in the day 
when we worked together as developers, 
he would always turn out to be the go to 

natural leader backed with being a 
cutting edge technical architect for 

many heavyweight companies allowing 
him to command respect with little effort 

in a technical leadership environment. 
All of this gave me confidence to call 

upon his opinion in technical 
conundrums in my capacity as a CTO to 
which he attended and always attends 
with passion because he is good at it”. 

Ned Hasovich 
CTO AinFin  

 

 
“It is rare that you come across standout 

talent like Artur, his solid business 
acumen through a technical aspect to 
me is like no other. I was particularly 
impressed by Artur's ability to drive 

pioneering/cutting edge technology, the 
knowledge he has for the "Niche within 
the niche" to me shows that he loves a 
challenge, with his honest and unique 
technical approach to solving clients 

pain points. Artur would be an asset to 
any client looking for a "technical 
healer" of complex technology.” 

Amarath Samrai 
VC and NED 

 

   

Artur Grabowski 

Interim System Architect and Tech Leader 
 

Artur has leveraged a huge variety of technologies, standards and solutions 
over the last twelve years and has exceptional experience in leading technical 

innovation using world class solutions, managing and mentoring teams of 
engineers and DevOps, implementing new standards and bringing companies 

to the next level.  
 

TRANSFORMATION 
● Responsible for the whole lifecycle of several products. From concept to 

MVP to design to development to Live. 
● Responsible for number of projects from the architecture and 

technology perspective i.e selection, design and specification of a 
real-time multi-channel marketing system to personalise the 
experience of customers interacting with inbound marketing channels 
such as the mobile application and website.  

● Created and drove the adoption of digital visions and roadmaps 
promoting opportunity and innovation. 

● Created and implemented version control environments, continuous 
deployment and integration procedures with highest attention to 
security and latest technology standards. 

● Led the product development and integration for a large American 
Health insurance company. 

● Responsible for improving development standards, continuous 
integration, fixing outstanding issues, managing six other developers, 
stakeholders, helping devops and many other tasks. 

● Responsible for solution and implementation of a bespoke, user 
targeted real-time marketing system. 

 

     TECHNOLOGIES INCLUDING 
Cloud: Amazon Web Services  - EC2, S3, Redshift, Elastic Beanstalk, 
Elastic Search, ECS, Opsworks, CodeDeploy, CloudWatch and many 
other AWS Services. Google Cloud - Kubernetes, Compute Engine, 
Container Engine, Stack Driver. Linux - configuration and setup (Puppet, 
Chef, Ansible). NSQ, RabbitMq, Kafka, StatsD, Graphite, Redis, 
MongoDb, Apache, NGINX configuration, Virtual Hosts, HTTP, SSL, 
BlockChain,  
Microservices: Docker, Docker cloud, AWS ECS, Kubernetes, GC 
containers OpenShift (K8S, docker), RedHat platform, API Gateway 
Rancher, container monitoring (CAdvisor), Docker CI/CD with Drone and 
custom rancher plugins. Monitoring: Graphite, Nagios, 
Zabbix,Sphinx,SOLR, Jenkins,Codedeploy, Codeship, Drone, Selenium, 
BrowserStack. Coding: NodeJS, PHP, Python, Golang, Java. 

 

https://gro.team


